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A young Shaolin disciple is required to return to the temple to complete the final stages of his
training, but is chided by the abbot for his failure to live up to the standards of the Shaolin Temple.
He must then take up residence on the temple grounds to perfect his skills.So comes the story of
Shaolin Temple releases from 1993 titled 36 Chambers Of Shaolin. it has been directed by Chang

Cheh, who I think it's tough to beat - but it's easy to see why this is such a beloved movie. Much of
the running time consists of elaborate training rituals which as any kung fu fan knows are always

entertaining to watch.The film is bookended by a typical revenge storyline which doesn't disappoint
and boasts Wilson Tong and Lo Lieh on top form as some hissable villains. Gordon Liu acquits himself

very well here as the Yul Brynner lookalike hero and totally convinces throughout his gradual
transformation from novice to expert. The early scenes involving water are very funny and the
undercurrent of humour which runs throughout the movie makes it likable and an easy watch

despite the lengthy running time.As for the fights, well they're above average for the genre which
you'd expect when Liu Chia-Liang is handling the choreography. They tend to bookend the movie
whereas the training sequences are the most fun and memorable parts, but every bit of on-screen
action is handled slickly and beautifully. As is usual for the Shaw Brothers, a colourful palette and

sumptuous production values make this an effortless watch throughout. IMDB Rating: 7.7 Duration:
1h 56min Genre: Action,Adventure,Comedy Release Date: 12 February 1978 (Hong Kong) Director:
Stephen Chow Film Stars: Stephen Chow,Ko Ching,Chow Hang On, Yat-Fei Wong Language: Hindi +
English Quality/Size: Bluray 480p 1GB Format: MKV Movie Plot: A young student named Liu Yud has
been prepared by his activist teacher in a local uprising against the Manchu government. However,
government officials, headed by ruthless General Tien Ta, quickly search and press the rebellion,

liquidate the school and kill students friends and family members. Young decides to seek vengeance
and liberation for people, and goes to the Shaolin Temple to learn Kung Fu.
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THE 36TH CHAMBER OF SHAOLIN is a straightforward Shaw Brothers kung fu outing, well
remembered by many fans. It's not one of my favourite of the studio's films - I always prefer the

work of director Chang Cheh, who I think it's tough to beat - but it's easy to see why this is such a
beloved movie. Much of the running time consists of elaborate training rituals which as any kung fu

fan knows are always entertaining to watch.The film is bookended by a typical revenge storyline
which doesn't disappoint and boasts Wilson Tong and Lo Lieh on top form as some hissable villains.

Gordon Liu acquits himself very well here as the Yul Brynner lookalike hero and totally convinces
throughout his gradual transformation from novice to expert. The early scenes involving water are

very funny and the undercurrent of humour which runs throughout the movie makes it likable and an
easy watch despite the lengthy running time.As for the fights, well they're above average for the

genre which you'd expect when Liu Chia-Liang is handling the choreography. They tend to bookend
the movie whereas the training sequences are the most fun and memorable parts, but every bit of

on-screen action is handled slickly and beautifully. As is usual for the Shaw Brothers, a colourful
palette and sumptuous production values make this an effortless watch throughout. IMDB Rating: 7.8

Duration: 1h 55min Genre: Action,Adventure,Drama Release Date: 2 February 1978 Director: Chia-
Liang Liu Film Stars: Chia-Hui Liu,Lieh Lo,Chia Yung Liu Language: Hindi + English Quality/Size:

Bluray 480p 416MB 720p 1GB Format: MKV Movie Plot: A young student named Liu Yud has been
prepared by his activist teacher in a local uprising against the Manchu government. However,

government officials, headed by ruthless General Tien Ta, quickly search and press the rebellion,
liquidate the school and kill students friends and family members. Young decides to seek vengeance

and liberation for people, and goes to the Shaolin Temple to learn Kung Fu. 5ec8ef588b
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